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The eXtended Finite Element Method (XFEM) is currently a well
established very efficient numerical technique for modelling inclu-
sions and cracks [1,39]. With respect to the standard Finite Element
Method (FEM), XFEM has the advantage of making the finite element
mesh independent of the crack geometry. Thus, the mesh does not
need to be modified during the crack propagation process. The XFEM
uses the partition of unity concept [2] to add new interpolation
functions that enrich the mathematical representation of the solution
in the vicinity of the crack.
The first developments in this method [1,39] were soon followed
by a considerable amount of publications as described in [3]. Thanks to
all these developments and to the latter contributions in this field (see
for example [4–11]) the XFEM is now considered to be a robust and
highly accurate tool to analyze Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics
(LEFM) problems.
As in the FEM, the results obtained using the XFEM are affected by
the discretization error associatedwith thefinite size of the elements. In
fact, this technique tends to be used with coarse discretizations. Thus, it
is necessary to quantitatively assess their quality and, consequently,
error estimation techniques are also required in the XFEM context.1.1. Error assessment in the FEM
The error assessment tools for Finite Element analysis are already
standard. These tools are classified [12,13] mainly into two families:
residual-type error estimators and recovery-based error estimators.
Although the a posteriori implicit residual-type estimators have a
sounder mathematical basis, the recovery-based estimates, based on
the ideas of Zienkiewicz and Zhu[14] and, in particular, those based on
the Superconvergent Patch Recovery technique (SPR)[15,16], are
often preferred by practitioners due to their simple implementation
and robustness [17,18].
Since the publication of the SPR technique [15], numerous authors
[19–21] have proposed new recovery techniques based on the results
obtained from the FE analyses. Xiao and Karihaloo[22] presented an
extensive literature review of this kind of techniques. Refs. [23] and
[24] are especially relevant for the developments presented in this
paper.
Ref. [23] presents the SPR-C recovery technique. It consists in
enforcing internal and boundary equilibrium equations and the com-
patibility equation at each patch. These additional constraints in the
stress patch recovery are implemented using the Lagrange multipliers
technique.
Ref. [24] describes the SPR-CK technique which is an adaptation of
the SPR-C technique to linear elasticity problems with singularities
solved with FEM. This adaptation is based on two fundamental aspects:
a) The stress field is decomposed into a singular field and a smooth
field (smooth+singular stress field splitting) around the crack tip.
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the SPR-C technique for the smooth part, and a reconstruction of
the singular field using the stress intensity factors (SIFs) KI and KII
computed from the interaction integral [25,26] for the singular
part.
b) Use of the conjoint polynomial enhancement proposed by Blacker
and Belytschko [21]. This is a PUM based technique that ade-
quately weights the different values of recovered stresses obtained
at each point from different patches.
1.2. Upper error bounds in the FEM
The residual-type error estimators build up a statically admissible
stress field and furnish upper bounds of the energy norm of the error
[12,13,27,28]. This has been a traditional advantage of the residual-
type estimators over recovery based error estimators which were
unable to produce guaranteed upper bounds of the error in energy
norm.
Other approach aims at obtaining upper error bounds involving
dual analysis that directly provides an equilibrated solution. This
solution is compared with the standard and compatible finite element
solution in order to assess the error [29,30]. The obtained estimate is
therefore an upper error bound.
Ref. [31] introduces a recovery-based technique that provides
practical upper error bounds for the FEM framework. The technique is
based on obtaining a recovered equilibrated stress field. The
technique proposed in this reference provides a very accurate
estimation of the error in energy norm and, additionally, a practical
upper bound of the error that shows a good behaviour in problems
with smooth solutions. Nevertheless, if this approach is used in
problems containing singularities, the effectivity of the estimate is not
guaranteed in a mesh refinement procedure.
1.3. Error assessment tools in the XFEM
The literature on error estimation methods for mesh-based PUMs,
however, is very limited. Xiao et al. [10] propose an approach based on
the use of the Moving Least Squares (MLS) technique adapted to the
XFEM framework and the use of statically admissible basis functions
to obtain a recovered stress field that improves the accuracy of the
stresses obtained by XFEM. In any case, these authors do not use the
recovered stress field to obtain an error estimate.
Strouboulis et al. [9] propose the use of a recovery-type error
estimator for the Generalized Finite Element Method (GFEM) yielding
good results for h-adapted meshes. A later proposal includes two new
a posteriori error estimators for GFEM [32]. The first one is based on
patch residual indicators and provides an accurate theoretical upper
bound estimate, but its computed version severely underestimates
the exact error. The second one is an error estimator based on a
recovered displacement field and its performance is closely related to
the quality of the GFEM solution.
Bordas and co-workers [33–35] have recently developed recovery
techniques adapted to the XFEM framework yielding very accurate
estimations of the error in energy norm but lacking from the equilib-
rium constraints needed to guarantee the upper bound property. The
first technique is a MLS approach that introduces a visibility criterion
and a MLS basis enriched with crack tip functions, and the second one
is a global derivative recovery formulation extended to XFEM
problems.
Recently, a technique that provides local error bounds on quan-
tities of interest for problems in the XFEM context has been presented
in [36]. This new technique is an extension to enriched approxima-
tions of the constitutive relation error (CRE) concept previously used
to obtain error bounds for FEM formulations.
Ródenas et al. [37] developed a modification of the SPR technique,
specifically adapted to the XFEM framework, that makes use of asingular+smooth stress field splitting technique around the crack tip
similar to that described in [24] for FEM. Ref. [37] uses a simplified
version of the SPR-C technique [23] to enforce the boundary equi-
librium equation. This simplified SPR-C technique imposes the
fulfillment of the boundary equilibrium equation in boundary nodes
but does not impose the satisfaction of the internal equilibrium
equation.
1.4. Objective and outline of the paper
Although a few techniques to obtain upper bounds for XFEM
approximations have been developed through a residual approach, to
the authors' knowledge, there are no available recovery based
techniques to evaluate upper error bounds in XFEM.
This paper proposes an improvement of the technique described in
[31] and its adaptation to XFEM in order to obtain sharp upper bounds
of the exact error in energy norm for linear elastic fracture mechanics
(LEFM) problems solved with this technique.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
briefly introduces the problem and presents the XFEM and the inter-
action integral used to evaluate the stress intensity factors (SIFs) KI
and KII. The main concepts exposed in [31] are resumed in Section 3
and serve as the basis for the development of the technique for error
bounding in XFEM presented in Section 4. The numerical examples
included in Section 5 demonstrate that the proposed strategy pro-
vides very sharp and reliable practical upper error bound estimates for
XFEM. Finally, Section 6 provides a summary and some concluding
remarks.
2. Problem statement and XFEM solution
Consider the 2D linear elasticity problem. The unknown displace-
ment field u, taking values in Ω⊂ℝ2, is the solution of the boundary
value problem
−∇·σ uð Þ = b in Ω ð1aÞ
σ uð Þ·n = t on ΓN ð1bÞ
u = 0 on ΓD ð1cÞ
where ΓΝ and ΓD, with ∂Ω=г―N ∪г―D and гN∩гD=∅, are the Neumann
and Dirichlet parts of the boundary. The Dirichlet boundary
condition (1c) is taken homogeneous for the sake of simplicity.
The weak form of the problem reads: Find u∈V such that
a u; vð Þ = l vð Þ for all v∈ V ð2Þ
where V is the standard test space for the elasticity problem and
a u; vð Þ : = ∫
Ω
σ uð Þ : ε vð ÞdΩ = ∫
Ω
σ uð Þ : D−1 : σ vð ÞdΩ ð3aÞ
l vð Þ : = ∫
Ω
b·vdΩ + ∫
ΓN
t·vdΓ ð3bÞ
where D is the Hooke's tensor, σ and ε denote the stress and strain
operators.
The bilinear form a(·,·) can also be expressed in terms of stresses
by formally introducing a ̅(·,·)such that
aðσ;τÞ : = ∫
Ω
σ : D−1 : τdΩ ð4Þ
Note that aðu; vÞ = a σðuÞ;τðvÞð Þ:
LEFM problems are characterized by the singularity at the crack
tip. The following expressions show the first term of the asymptotic
Fig. 1. Classification of nodes in XFEM. Fixed enrichment area of radius re.
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where r and ϕ represent polar coordinates with respect to the crack
tip, KI and KII are the stress intensity factors (SIFs) for modes I and II, μ
is the shear modulus, and κ is the Kolosov constant, defined as
functions of E (Young's modulus) and ν (Poisson's coefficient)
according to the following expressions
μ =
E
2 1 + νð Þ ; κ =
3−4ν plane strain
3−ν
1 + ν
plane stress
:
8<
:
2.1. The extended finite element method (XFEM)
In the XFEM formulation used to solve the problem stated above,
the displacement discontinuity across the crack is introduced by
means of the use of additional degrees of freedom in the nodes of
elements that contain the crack. This precludes the need for a
conforming mesh to describe the geometry of the crack [39,40]. The
XFEM formulation also introduces singular enrichment functions to
represent the singular behaviour of the solution around the crack tip
that reduce the need for the use of adaptive analysis techniques to
improve the accuracy of the results. Thus, the XFEM displacements
interpolation for point x in a 2D model is given by:
uh = ∑
i∈ I
Niai + ∑
j∈ J
NjHðxÞbj + ∑
m∈M
Nm ∑
4
ℓ=1
FℓðxÞcℓm
 !
ð7Þ
where Ni is the shape function associated with node i, ai, bj and cm are
nodal degrees of freedom corresponding to displacements. In the
equation above, I is the set of all the nodes in themesh,M is the subset
of nodes enriched with crack tip functions and J is the subset of nodes
enriched with the Heaviside function, see Fig. 1. The Heaviside
function H(x) in Eq. (7), with unit modulus and change of sign on the
crack faces, describes the discontinuity of the displacements field in
elements intersected by the crack. The Fℓ ðxÞ singular functions repre-
sent the first term of the asymptotic expansion of the displacementfield, see Eq. (5), in the vicinity of the crack tip. The Fℓ ðxÞ functions for
the 2D case are:
Fℓ r;ϕð Þf g≡
ffiffi
r
p
sin
ϕ
2
; cos
ϕ
2
; sin
ϕ
2
sinϕ; cos
ϕ
2
sinϕ
 
: ð8Þ
The XFEM implementation used to obtain the numerical results
presented in this paper is described in detail in [37]. Summarizing, the
main characteristics of this implementation are:
• Use of bilinear quadrilaterals.
• Decomposition of elements containing the crack into integration
subdomains that do not contain the crack [1].
• Use of the quasi-polar integration proposed by Laborde et al. [7],
with a 5×5 quadrature rule, in triangular integration subdomains of
elements containing the crack tip (see Fig. 1).
• Use of a circular fixed enrichment area B(x0, re) with radius re with
its centre at the crack tip x0 (see Fig. 1) as proposed in [7,8] to
improve the convergence rate of the XFEM solution.
2.2. Evaluation of stress intensity factors (SIFs)
The Stress Intensity Factors (SIFs) KI and KII are characterizing
parameters in linear elastic fracture mechanics problems. Global
methods used to extract the values of the SIFs are usually considered
to be themost accurate and efficient [41,42]. Global methods based on
the equivalent domain integral of path independent integrals (EDI
methods) are especially appropriate for FEM or XFEM frameworks.
The interaction integral described in [25,26] has been used in this
paper. This method provides accurate values of the SIFs KI and KII for
mixed mode problems using auxiliary extraction fields. The reader is
referred to [37] and the references therein for further details.
3. Upper bounds of the error in FEM
The upper bound property of the error requires the recovered
stress field to be statically admissible. In the technique described in
[31], devoted to the evaluation of upper bounds of the error in FEM
using recovery-based estimates, equilibrium is obtained locally at
each patch. Later, a postprocessing technique based on the Partition of
Unity concept is used to enforce continuity. However, this postprocess
slightly modifies the global equilibrium. As a result, the final stress
field is continuous but the statical admissibility is only obtained ap-
proximately. The technique proposed in this reference takes into
account the equilibrium defaults of the recovered stress field to
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basis of this technique is outlined below:
3.1. Statically admissible stress field and upper bounds
The basis of the technique proposed in [31] is Proposition 3. Let
σe⁎ :=σ⁎−σ(uh) be an error estimate of the stress field σ(uh)
evaluated using FEM, where σ⁎ is a recovered statically admissible
stress field. Let ‖e‖ be the exact error in energy norm and
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a σ⁎e ;σ⁎e
 r
the energy norm associated to σe⁎:
‖e‖2 = ∫
Ω
σ−σðuhÞ
 T
D−1 σ−σðuhÞ
 
dΩ ð9Þ
a σe⁎;σe⁎
 
= ∫
Ω
σ⁎−σðuhÞ
 T
D−1 σ⁎−σðuhÞ
 
dΩ ð10Þ
Under these circumstances and recalling that uh is kinematically
admissible one gets:
‖e‖2≤a σe⁎;σe⁎
 
ð11Þ
3.2. Nearly-statically admissible stress field and upper bound of the error
Ref. [31] proposes the use of the SPR-C technique [23] to obtain
interpolation polynomials σi⁎ that describe the recovered stress field
in the patch of elements associated to each vertex node i. The SPR-C
technique ensures the satisfaction of the internal and boundary
equilibrium equations and also the satisfaction of the strains
compatibility equation.
Remark 1. Body loads b are approximated by a 1st-order Taylor's
expansion around the patch assembly node, whereas boundary
tractions t are approximated by a 2nd-order Taylor's expansion
around the same point. The results obtained using this approximation
are very accurate.
The global continuous recovered stress field σ⁎ is obtained from
the local descriptions of stresses in each patchσi⁎ using the Partition of
Unity concept as indicated in the following equation:
σ⁎ xð Þ = ∑
nV
i=1
N′i xð Þσi⁎ xð Þ ð12Þ
where nV is the number of vertex nodes in each element and Ni′ are
the linear version of the shape function corresponding to each vertex
node. This technique to obtain σ⁎was termed the conjoint polynomial
enhancement in 1994 by Blacker and Belytschko[21].
The divergence of σ⁎ is:
−∇⋅σ⁎ = −∑
nV
i=1
Ni · ∇σi⁎|{z}
=−b
−∑
nV
i=1
σi⁎·∇N′i = b−∑
nV
i=1
σi⁎·∇N′i : ð13Þ
This equation shows that despite of the fact that the local
representation of stresses at each patch σi⁎ satisfies the equilibrium
equations, the σ⁎ stresses are not equilibrated due to the term
s = ∑
nV
i=1
σi⁎·∇N′i ð14Þ
which can be considered as an equilibrium residual resulting from the
evaluation of the continuous stress field σ⁎ using Eq. (12).Thus, σ⁎ is a nearly statically admissible stress field that satisfies
the boundary equilibrium equation (each σi⁎ satisfies this equation)
but does not exactly fulfil the internal equilibrium equation. In fact, it
fulfils a slightly modified version of this equation:
−∇σ⁎ = b + s ð15Þ
Under these circumstances Proposition 5 in Ref. [31] provides the
following expression for the upper bound of the error in energy norm
‖e‖2 ≤a σe⁎;σe⁎
 
−2∫
Ω
e⋅sdΩ ð16Þ
And using the Cauchy Schwartz inequality:
‖e‖2 ≤a σe⁎;σe⁎
 
+ 2j∫
Ω
e⋅sdΩj≤a σe⁎;σe⁎  + 2jejL2 jsjL2 = E2UB0
ð17Þ
According to Strouboulis et al. [32] we have to distinguish between
a theoretical upper estimator, its computed version and a computable
upper estimator. It is possible to have a theoretical upper estimator
with good effectivity greater than one while its computed version can,
under certain circumstances, severely underestimate the norm of the
exact error (specially in the context of the GFEM, XFEM and other
similar methods). By computable upper estimator the authors refer to
a corrected version of the computed estimate so that it can guarantee
the upper bound property.
According to the definitions given by these authors, the expression
shown in Eqs. (16) and (17) are theoretical upper estimators. A
procedure to obtain a computed version of Eq. (17) was presented in
Ref. [31].
In Eq. (17) the terms a ̅(σe⁎,σe⁎) and |s|L2 are computable. Díez et al.
[31] proposed a technique that can be used to obtain an accurate
estimation of |e|L2. The convergence rate of |e|L2 is higher than
the convergence rate of ||e||, therefore the use of a good approxima-
tion to |e|L2 is enough to provide good quality upper bounds for ||e||,
as proven by the numerical examples. The technique used to estimate
|e|L2 consists of using the last mesh of the sequence of meshes as the
reference solution for the evaluation of |e|L2 in the rest of the meshes.
Finally, the value for the last mesh, N, is obtained by extrapola-
tion from the value calculated for mesh N−1. The technique provided
good quality computed upper bounds for ‖e‖ in problems with
smooth solutions. However, inaccurate upper bounds were obtained
for problems with singular solutions as a result of the increase of the
|s|L2 term with the mesh refinement.
4. Upper bounds of the error in XFEM
This section presents a new theoretical upper bound of the error in
energy norm, more general than Eq. (16), and adapted for LEFM
problems solved with the XFEM.
The proposed technique, as in the FEM case, is based on the
evaluation of a nearly-statically admissible recovered stress field σ⁎
and the consideration of the defects of equilibrium through the use of
a correction term. For the evaluation of σ⁎ we propose the use of a
recovery technique specially adapted to the XFEM called SPR-CX,
derived from the SPR technique and described in Section 4.1.
Regarding to the consideration of the equilibrium defaults, and
in order to obtain the computed version of the theoretical bound,
we propose the use of a technique that noticeably outperforms the
behaviour of the technique described in Section 3. This new tech-
nique, which provides very sharp upper error bounds, is presented in
Section 4.2.
Fig. 2. Calculation of σi⁎ in different types of patches.
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The SPR-CX technique described here, derived from the stress
recovery technique exposed in [23,24,37], will be used to obtain the
recovered nearly-statically admissible σ⁎ field.
4.1.1. Equilibrated recovered stress field at patches based on a singular+
smooth stress field splitting
The exact stress field can be expressed as the sum of two fields, a
smooth stress field σsmo and a singular stress field σsing:
σ = σsmo + σsing: ð18Þ
Considering the above expression, the recovered stress field σ⁎
required to compute the error estimate given in Eq. (10) can be
expressed as the contribution of two recovered stress fields, smooth
σsmo⁎ and singular σsing⁎ :
σ⁎ = σsmo⁎ + σsing⁎ ð19Þ
The stress field represented by the first term of the asymptotic
expansion in the vicinity of the singular point given in Eq. (6) will be
used to obtain the recovered singular field σsing⁎ . This equation
provides an accurate representation of the singular stress field using
the SIF values, KI⁎ and KII⁎, evaluated for example using the interaction
integral as suggested in this paper. Therefore, the equation used to
evaluate σsing⁎ is:
σ sing;11⁎
σ sing;12⁎
σ sing;22⁎
8>><
>>:
9>>=
>>;=
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p cosϕ
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The σh stresses directly obtained using the XFEM for this type of
problems are a finite element approximation of the stress field σ. An
FE-type stress representation of the smooth fieldσsmoh can be obtained
using the following equation:
σhsmo = σ
h−σsing ð21Þ
Therefore, assuming that σsing⁎ is a good approximation of σsing,
σsmoh can be calculated using the following expression:
σhsmo≈σ
h−σsing ð22Þ
Once the σsmoh field has been obtained, the SPR-C technique [23] is
used to obtain an equilibrated description of the smooth solution at
each patchσsmoi⁎ , where i indicates the i-th patch assembly node. Both,
a discrete and a continuous approach can be used for the least-squares
fitting[43]. In the discrete formulation, which is the traditional
approach, the stresses are sampled at the superconvergence points.
In the continuous formulation, the functional representing the L2
norm of the difference between the XFEM (or FEM) solution gradient
σh and the polynomial expansion representing the recovered field σ⁎is minimized. This procedure implies sampling the stresses at the
integration points of the quadrature rule but also the use of the
weighting factors given by the quadrature rule at each of these points.
Our numerical experience has shown a better performance of the
error estimator using the continuous formulation, which has been the
approach used in our implementation.
Finally, the recovered stresses at each patch are evaluated as
σi⁎ = σsmoi⁎ + σsing⁎ : ð23Þ
This decomposition recovery technique is particularly effective in
the vicinity of the singularity, although it does not need to be used in
the whole domain of the problem. Far from the singularity, the
equilibrated stress field at each patch can be adequately recovered
using the SPR-C technique. In the proposed procedure, if the patch
contains an enriched node, the singular+smooth stress decomposi-
tion method, described above, is used to compute σi⁎, otherwise the
SPR-C technique is used to directly obtain σi⁎ from σh. Thus, in
patches outside the decomposition area σi⁎ are stress interpolation
polynomials, whereas in patches within the decomposition area σi⁎
represents stress interpolation functions that contain a polynomial
part σsmoi⁎ and a singular part σsing⁎ .
Fig. 2 illustrates how the patch stress interpolation functions σi⁎
are obtained in the different domain areas of the problem.
Remark 2. The recovered stress field at each patch σi⁎ is obtained by
the addition of two functions that, individually, satisfy the equilibrium
equations. On the one hand the SPR-C technique enforces σsmoi⁎ to
satisfy the internal equilibrium and boundary equilibrium equations;
on the other handσsing⁎ also satisfies the internal equilibrium equation
because it is evaluated using Eq. (20), derived from Eq. (6) which is
the first term of the asymptotic expansion that describes the stress
field in the vicinity of the crack tip. Therefore, adding these two terms
produces a statically admissible stress field.
Remark 3. Using the argument exposed in Remark 2 we can also
justify that σi⁎ also satisfies the compatibility equation. Note that the
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property. Thus, it is only used to improve the quality of σ⁎.
Remark 4. Observe that the use of this technique can be directly
extended to deal with problems with multiple crack tips, as long as
they do not interact with each other or with the boundary, because
the singular+smooth stress field decomposition technique is only
used in the vicinity of the crack tip.
4.1.2. Patch assembly
As in the standard SPR technique, the patches are composed by the
elements that surround each of the vertex nodes of the mesh.
However, for patches containing the crack it is not convenient to use
one single functionσi⁎ to represent the stress state in the whole patch.
In these cases two different patches are created, one at each side of the
crack. Each of these two patches is composed by the integration
subdomains of the elements of the original patch of elements located
at each side of the crack. This allows the use of different functions to
represent the stress state at each side of the crack.
In the SPR-CX technique crack surfaces are treated as any other
external boundary. Assuming that there is no contact between the
crack surfaces, these surfaces will be free of external tractions. The
procedure used to obtain σi⁎ in patches located along the boundary of
the domain is described in [23]. According to this procedure, the
boundary equilibrium equation can be easily imposed along the
external boundaries. To do this we will use a local Cartesian reference
system to describe σi⁎with the origin located over the patch assembly
node and with the axes aligned with the normal and tangential
direction with respect to the surface. This procedure cannot be
directly applied on the crack because in the general case there are no
nodes along the crack. In this case, the local Cartesian reference
system used to describeσi⁎will be located on the point of the crack (or
its prolongation) closest to the patch assembly node, as described in
Fig. 3.
Remark 5. Some of the subpatches next to the crack can even be
composed by a single integration domain. Rank deficiency during the
least-squares fitting is avoided in these cases if the number of Gauss
points used in the integration subdomains is equal to or greater than the
number of polynomial terms used to describe each stress component.
4.1.3. Nearly statically admissible continuous recovered stress field σ⁎
The stress values at each point into the elements are evaluated from
different patches because patches overlap each other. More precisely,
the stress values at each point into the elements are evaluated from nv
patches, being nv the number of vertex nodes in the element. As in theFig. 3. Reference systems used in the evaluation of σi⁎ on external boundaries and crack
surfaces.FEM context, a continuous recovered stress field σ⁎ will be evaluated
from the stress contribution corresponding to each patch σi⁎ by means
of the Partition of Unity procedure indicated in Eq. (12).
Again, in the XFEM context this process introduces defects in the
equilibrium and compatibility equations. These lacks of equilibrium
will be considered in the evaluation of the upper bound of the
discretization error.
4.2. Correction of the estimated error in energy norm: The theoretical
upper bound of the error.
The technique previously described provides a field σ⁎ that does
not fully satisfy the internal equilibrium equation, but verifies the
slightly modified version of this equation shown in Eq. (15).
Remark 1 exposed that with the SPR-C technique [24] body loads b
are approximated by a 1st-order Taylor's expansion around the patch
assembly node, whereas boundary tractions t are approximated by a
2nd-order Taylor's expansion. In the examples presented in Section 5
body loads are assumed to be null, therefore, the approximation does
not introduce further equilibrium defects in the internal equilibrium
equation. The second assumption related to the approximation of t
using a 2nd-order Taylor's expansion around the patch assembly node
can be considered as very accurate in the FEM framework. However,
the lack of equilibrium along the boundary must also be taken under
consideration in XFEM, where the size of the elements tends to be
bigger than in FEM,
Proposition 1. Let σ⁎ be such that σ⁎·n is continuous almost every-
where (a.e.) alongany interior curve Γ⊂Ω (beingn theunit normal to Γ)
and
−∇σ⁎ = b + s a:e: in Ω ð24aÞ
σ⁎·n = t + r a:e: on in ΓN : ð24bÞ
Note that if s=0 and r=0, σ⁎ is statically admissible. For small s
and r (when compared to b and t, respectively) σ⁎ is said to be nearly
statically admissible, up to the equilibrium default terms.
Then, the following expression holds:
a σ⁎;σðvÞ
 
= lðvÞ + ∫
Ω
v·sdΩ + ∫
ΓN
v·rdΓ for all v∈V ð25Þ
and, as a direct consequence assuming that the Dirichlet boundary
conditions are homogeneous
‖u‖2 = a σðuÞ;σðuÞð Þ≤a σ⁎;σ⁎
 
−2∫
Ω
u·sdΩ−2∫
ΓN
u·rdΓ ð26Þ
Moreover, the error approximation σe⁎ :=σ⁎−σ(uH) is also
providing an upper bound of the error norm, up to the equilibration
default terms
‖e‖2 = a e; eð Þ = a σe;σeð Þ≤a σe⁎;σe⁎
 
−2∫
Ω
e·sdΩ−2∫
ΓN
e·rdΓ = E2UB
ð27Þ
and this latter property stands also for non-homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary conditions, up to oscillation terms.
These results are valid even if σ exhibits singularities. Note
however that in the presence of singularities, the equilibrium default
associated with a post-processed solution σ⁎ is possibly large unless
σ⁎ has a singularity of the same kind.
Proof. The expression (25) is derived by the standard weighted
residuals technique combined with the usual integration by parts
:2613J.J. Ródenas et al. / Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering 199 (2010) 2607–2621from Eq. (24) (using Eqs. (24a) and (24b) and the fact that the test
function v vanishes on ΓD).
∫
Ω
v· b + sð ÞdΩ = −∫
Ω
v·∇·σ⁎dΩ
= −∫
Ω
∇·ðσ⁎·vÞdΩ + ∫
Ω
∇v : σ⁎dΩ
= −∫∂Ωn·ðσ⁎·vÞdΓ + ∫Ω
1
2
∇v + ∇Tv
 
·σ⁎dΩ
= −∫
ΓN
v·ðσ⁎·nÞdΓ + a σ⁎;σðvÞ
 
= −∫
ΓN
v·ðt + rÞdΓ + a σ⁎;σðvÞ
 
Then Eq. (25) follows by considering the definition of l(v).
Thus, the proof of Eq. (26) is straightforward by considering in Eq.
(25) v=u (this requires that in the original problem, the Dirichlet
boundary conditions state that u=0 on ΓD):
a σ⁎;σðuÞ
 
= lðuÞ + ∫
Ω
u·sdΩ + ∫
ΓN
u·rdΓ
= a σðuÞ;σðuÞð Þ + ∫
Ω
u·sdΩ + ∫
ΓN
u·rdΓ
and therefore
0≤a σðuÞ−σ⁎;σðuÞ−σ⁎
 
= a σðuÞ;σðuÞð Þ−2a σ⁎;σðuÞ
 
+ a σ⁎;σ⁎
 
= a σðuÞ;σðuÞð Þ
−2∫
Ω
u·sdΩ−2∫
ΓN
u·rdΓ + a σ⁎;σ⁎
 
The proof of Eq. (27) is similar, by considering in Eq. (25) v=e (this
can be done, up to oscillation terms, even if in the original problem the
Dirichlet boundary conditions are non-homogeneous). Thus,
a σ⁎;σðeÞ
 
= lðeÞ + ∫
Ω
e·sdΩ + ∫
ΓN
e·rdΓ
= a σðeÞ;σðeÞð Þ+a σ uh
 
;σðeÞ
 
+∫
Ω
e·sdΩ+∫
ΓN
e·rdΓ
that results on
a σe⁎;σðeÞ
 
= a σðeÞ;σðeÞð Þ + ∫
Ω
e·sdΩ + ∫
ΓN
e·rdΓ:Fig. 4. Procedure for the evaluation of the upNote that the following error representation has been used
a σðeÞ;σðeÞð Þ = lðeÞ−a σ uh
 
;σðeÞ
 
:
Thus, Eq. (27) is proved using the same idea as before by simply
considering the positiveness of a ̅(σ(e)−σe⁎, σ(e)−σe⁎).
The expression shown in Eq. (27) is a theoretical upper estimator.
Its computed version remains to be calculated.
In Eq. (27) the value of s is evaluated using Eq. (14). On the other
hand, the value of r, that represents the residual of the boundary
equilibrium equation, can be evaluated using
r = σ⁎·n−t = ∑
n
i=1
N′i σi⁎
 
·n−t = ∑
n
i=1
N′i σi⁎·n−t
 
: ð28Þ
Díez et al. [31] propose the evaluation of the upper bound of the
error in energy norm by using Eq. (17), based in the use of the Cauchy
Schwartz inequality and the evaluation of the L2 norms of e and s.
Here, we propose the direct use of Eq. (27) to obtain sharper bounds
of the error avoiding the use of the Cauchy Schwartz inequality, which
introduces a too pessimistic approximation, as it is shown in the
numerical examples. Eq. (27) requires the value of the error e at any
point of the mesh. A procedure to obtain an approximation of e is
presented below.
The displacement field u(N)H obtained as the solution from the last
mesh of the refinement process can be considered as an approxima-
tion to the exact solution of the problem, u≈u(N)H . This allows the
evaluation of an approximation of e for the first N−1 meshes of the
sequence:
eðiÞ = u−u
h
ðiÞ≈u
h
ðNÞ−u
h
ðiÞ = eesðiÞ: ð29Þ
The use of Eq. (29) in the evaluation of ees(i), i=1,...,N−1, requires
the projection of the displacements field of mesh N on mesh i. Finally,
it is possible to obtain an estimate of integrals −2∫Ωe·sdΩ and
−2∫
ΓΝ
e·rdΓ for mesh N considering the values of these integrals
evaluated for the previous meshes and the use of the Richardson
extrapolation technique.
As the evaluation of ees introduces an approximation, the results
obtained using Eq. (27) cannot be taken as guaranteed upper bounds.
However, Section 6 will show that the technique used to estimate e at
each mesh provides very accurate approximations of the correctionper bound of the error in energy norm.
Fig. 5.Westergaard problem. Infinite plate with a crack of length 2a subjected to uniform
tractions σ∞ (biaxial) and τ∞. Finite portion of the domain,Ω0, modelled with FE.
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technique proposed to obtain e.
4.3. Proposed procedure
The techniques for the evaluation of the upper bound of the error
in energy norm introduced above are summarized in Fig. 4.
5. Numerical results
The numerical analyses performed to test the behaviour of the pro-
posed technique are presented in this section. The classic Westergaard
problem [44] has been used in the analyses as it is one of the few LEFM
problems in mixed mode that has an exact analytical solution.
Bilinear quadrilaterals have been used in the numerical examples.
Linear polynomials have been used in the implementation of the
stress recovery technique for patches of nodes located in the interior
of the domain whereas quadratic polynomials have been considered
along the boundary of the domain and along the crack surfaces.
5.1. Test problem: the Westergaard problem
The Westergaard problem consists of an infinite plate loaded with
biaxial tractions σx∞=σy∞=σ∞ and τ∞ in the infinite, with a crack of a
finite length 2a, as is shown in Fig. 5. Combining the externally appliedFig. 6. Sequence of utractions one can generate stress states in pure modes I or II, or in
mixed mode [37].
A finite portion of the domain (a=1 and b=4 in Fig. 5) was
included in the numerical model and the projection of the stresses
corresponding to the analytical Westergaard solution for modes I and
II, given by the expressions below, were applied to the boundary [44].
Mode I.
σ Ix =
σ∞ffiffiffiffiffi∣t∣p x cosϕ2−y sinϕ2
	 

+ y
a2
∣t∣2 m sin
ϕ
2
−n cosϕ
2
	 
" #
σ Iy =
σ∞ffiffiffiffiffi∣t∣p x cosϕ2−ysinϕ2
	 

−y a
2
∣t∣2 m sin
ϕ
2
−n cosϕ
2
	 
" #
τIxy = y
a2σ∞
∣t∣2 ffiffiffiffiffi∣t∣p m cosϕ2 + n sinϕ2
	 

:
ð30Þ
Mode II.
σ IIx =
τ∞ffiffiffiffiffi∣t∣p 2 y cosϕ2 + x sinϕ2
	 

−y a
2
∣t∣2 m cos
ϕ
2
+ n sin
ϕ
2
	 
" #
σ IIy = y
a2τ∞
∣t∣2 ffiffiffiffiffi∣t∣p m cosϕ2 + n sinϕ2
	 

τIIxy =
τ∞ffiffiffiffiffi∣t∣p x cosϕ2−y sinϕ2
	 

+ y
a2
∣t∣2 m sin
ϕ
2
−n cosϕ
2
	 
" #
:
ð31Þ
In the above equations, the stress fields are expressed as a function
of the coordinates x and y, whose origin is in the centre of the crack,
where t, m, n and ϕ are defined as:
t = z2−a2 = ðx + iyÞ2−a2 = ðx2−y2−a2Þ + ið2xyÞ = m + in
m= Ret = Reðz2−a2Þ = x2−y2−a2
n = Imt = ðz2−a2Þ = 2xy
ϕ = arg t = arg ðm−inÞ with ϕ∈ −π;π½ :
ð32Þ
The exact SIF values for this problem are defined as:
KIex = σ∞
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
πa
p
KIIex = τ∞
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
πa
p
: ð33Þ
Bilinear elements with a smooth+singular decomposition area of a
radius ρ=0.5 equal to the radius re of the fixed enrichment area haveniform meshes.
Fig. 7. Sequence of non-uniform meshes.
Fig. 8. Mode I. Model for crack in infinite plate subjected to biaxial traction in the
infinite. (σ∞ =100, τ∞=0). KI,ex=177.2453850905516.
Fig. 9. Mode II. Model for crack in infinite plate subjected to tangential stresses in the
infinite. (σ∞=0, τ∞=100). KII,ex=177.2453850905516.
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E=107, and Poisson's ratio ν=0.333.
The sequences of meshes shown in Figs. 6 and 7 have been used in
the numerical examples.
Three cases of the Westergaard problem were considered: pure
mode I, pure mode II, and mixed mode. The geometric models and
boundary conditions consideringmode I, mode II andmixedmode are
shown in Figs. 8–10.
Various approaches for the evaluation of the upper bounds of the
error in energy norm have been implemented based on Eq. (27). The
first one is the adaptation to XFEM of technique developed by Díez et al.
[31] given by Eq. (17), which has been shown below for convenience:
jjejj2≤a σe⁎;σe⁎
 
+ 2j∫
Ω
e⋅sdΩj≤a σe⁎;σe⁎  + 2jejL2 jsjL2 = E2UB0
The second technique to be implemented is the technique
proposed in this paper for the evaluation of the error in energy
norm as described by Eq. (27), which is also shown here for
convenience:
jjejj2≤a σe⁎;σe⁎
 
−2∫
Ω
e⋅sdΩ−2∫
ΓN
e⋅rdΓ = E2UBFig. 10.Mixed Mode. Model for crack in infinite plate subjected to biaxial traction in the
infinite. (σ∞=50, τ∞=50). KI,ex=KII,ex=88.6226925452758.
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The technique proposed for the computation of the upper bound of
the error in energy norm is based on the evaluation of a highly accurate
recovered stress field σ⁎. Fig. 11 shows the exact errors σex−σh and
σex−σ⁎ for each of the stress components σxx, σyy, σxy and for the von
Mises stress σvm. It can be clearly observed that σ⁎ is, approximately,
one order of magnitude more precise than the raw XFEM solution. The
circle shown in the graphs represents the contour of the enrichment
area that coincides with the radius of the singular+smooth splitting
area.
The graphs shown in Fig. 11 represent the values of the error at the
integration points in the second uniform mesh with 800 elements.
Fig. 12 represents the results for a more general case consideringmixed
mode and a non-uniformmesh of 818 elements. To obtain these graphs,
the value at each integration point has been represented as a constant
value in a prescribed area surrounding each integration point.
Fig. 11 shows thatσ⁎ is less accurate in the crack front. This is not a
surprising result because of the proximity of the crack tip. However,
the lack of accuracy is also strengthened by the process followed to
impose the satisfaction of the boundary equilibrium. At each patch,
σ⁎ is forced to satisfy the boundary equilibrium Eq. (1b) along ξ=0
(see Fig. 3). For patches containing the crack tip, this implies forcing
σξξ⁎ =0 and σξη⁎ =0 , not only along the crack surface but also along
the prolongation of the crack located after the crack tip (see patch forFig. 11.Mode I, uniform mesh 2. Exact error in σxx, σyy, σxy and σvm obtained by XFEM and b
in stresses.node i in Fig. 3). Although the accuracy ofσ⁎ is reduced, the use of this
procedure is necessary to impose the satisfaction of the boundary
equilibrium equation required to obtain the upper bound property.
Fig. 13 shows the evolution of the exact error of the solution
provided by XFEM ||u−uh||=||e|| and that corresponding to the
recovered solution ||u−u⁎||=||e⁎||. The first conclusion extracted
from this figure is that σ⁎ is more accurate than σh in all the analyzed
examples. Furthermore, Fig. 13 shows that the rate of convergence in
||e⁎|| is higher than the rate of convergence in ||e||, due to the high
accuracy of σ⁎. According to Zienkiewicz and Zhu[16] this proves that
the error estimator a ̅(σe⁎, σe⁎) is asymptotically exact.
5.3. Accuracy of the upper bound EUB0
Fig. 14 shows the evolution of the global effectivity index θ defined as
θ =
jjeesjj
jjejj ð34Þ
considering Mode I for the error estimator ESPR-CX and for the bound
EUB0. The results regarding the accuracy of these errors are similar to
those shown by Díez et al. [31] using the FEM. Note that as theσ⁎ field
used to evaluate the ESPR-CX estimate does not fully satisfies the
equilibrium requirements this estimate does not provide upper error
bounds, as can be seen in Fig. 14 and more clearly in Fig. 15.y means of the SPR-CX technique. Under each graph is indicated the range of the error
Fig. 12.Mixed mode , non-uniform mesh 2. Exact error in σxx, σyy, σxy and σvm obtained by XFEM and by means of the SPR-CX technique. Under each graph is indicated the range of
the error in stresses.
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error in the displacements
Fig. 15 shows the evolution of the error estimator ESPR-CX and for
the bound EUBex defined as in Eq. (27) and using the exact value of the
error in the displacements field e, for Mode I.
The results displayed in Fig. 14 show effectivities of EUB0 in the
range (1, 1.80) whereas the results displayed in Fig. 15 show much
more accurate results for EUBex, with effectivities in the range (1, 1.04),
of the same order of magnitude than the results obtained for the error
estimator ESPR-CX.
The lackof accuracy of the results obtained through theuse of Eq. (17)
is mainly due to the use of the excessively conservative C–S inequality in
theevaluationof this expression,which strongly penalizes the evaluation
of the upper bound.
5.5. Effect of the correction terms due to lacks of equilibrium
This section is used to analyze the effect of the integrals used to
account for the equilibrium defects of σ⁎, into the domain and along
the boundary, over the value of the upper error bound EUB, see Eq. (27).
Fig. 16 shows, in a logarithmic scale, the evolution of the absolute
values of the correction terms when calculated both, using the exact
values of the error in the displacements field e and its estimation ees
evaluated as described in step 4 of Fig. 4, Section 4.2. The graph showsthat the results obtained considering the estimate ees accurately
reproduce those obtained with e, demonstrating the validity of the
technique used to obtain the estimate ees. The graph also shows that
the correction term due to lack of equilibrium along the boundary,
associated with ∫
ΓΝ
e·r dΓ is about two orders of magnitude smaller
than the correction term due to the lack of internal equilibrium,
associatedwith∫Ω e·sdΩ. Thus, one can reduce the computational cost
of the proposed procedure assuming that ∫
ΓΝ
e·r dΓ≈0, and rewriting
Eq. (27) as
jjejj2≤a σe⁎;σe⁎
 
−2∫
Ω
e⋅sdΩ = E2UB: ð35Þ
Note that the value of ∫
ΓΝ
e·r dΓ can be neglected because the
boundary equilibrium residual, r, is very small as the recovery tech-
nique guarantees that σ⁎ exactly represents a 2nd-order Taylor's
expansion of the stresses applied over the surface. This approximation
is very accurate. In fact, this approximation ensures the exact
satisfaction of the boundary equilibrium equation along the crack
surfaces assuming that they are not in contact. On the other hand, the
type of loads that cannot be represented by a second order
polynomial, as those used in the numerical example (see Eq. (30)),
will only appear in exceptional cases. In practical applications, the
load distribution along the boundary, in general, can be exactly
represented by a second order polynomial. Therefore, in these cases
Fig. 13. Evolution of errors in energy norm.
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the boundaries. If a less accurate recovery technique along the
boundaries is used, the residual r will be higher. The evaluation of
∫
ΓΝ
e·r dΓ would then be required.Fig. 14. Mode I. Evolution of the error estim5.6. Effectivity of the upper bound
The accuracy of the upper bound of the discretization error has
been studied in this section using the effectivity of the error estimatorator ESPR-CX and the upper bound EUB0.
Fig. 15. Mode I. Evolution of ESPR-CX and EUBex.
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considering both, uniform and non-uniform meshes. Four effectivity
curves have been represented in each of the graphs of Fig. 17:
a) ESPR-CX curve: the effectivity of the error estimator,
b) EUBex curve: the effectivity of the upper error bound given by Eq.
(27) evaluated using the exact value of the error of the displace-
ments field e,
c) EUB curve: the effectivity of the upper error bound evaluated using
Eq. (35) and the estimated error in the displacements field ees
obtained from the last mesh of the overall refinement sequence,
i.e., from the 5th mesh in all the problems analyzed,
d) EUBs curve: the effectivity of the upper error bound in Eq. (35)
using the estimated error in the displacements field ees consider-
ing the last mesh available at each refinement step.
Remark 6. It is clear that using the last mesh of a refinement se-
quence to project the estimated error in the first mesh will provide
good results. However, what it is interesting is to estimate the error in
the best solution available at each refinement step. To evaluate EUBs
we would need at least 3 meshes in order to obtain the convergence
rate from the first 2 meshes and then to extrapolate the values of the
correcting terms for the last mesh.
The following conclusions can be extracted from Fig. 17:
• The ESPR-CX curves show the high precision of the recovery technique
used to evaluate σ⁎ both for uniform and non-uniform meshes.
• Although σ⁎ is very accurate, the error estimator ESPR-CX2 =a (̅σe⁎, σe⁎)
cannot be considered, by itself, as an upper error bound. While the
effectivity of the error estimator is very close to 1, in many cases is
smaller than 1.Fig. 16. Mode I. Evolution of the absol• The EUBex curves numerically show that, for the different problems
analyzed, Eq. (35) always provides an upper bound of the discretiza-
tion error in energy norm.
• The EUB curves, obtained using the estimation of the error in the
displacements field described in Section 4.2, accurately reproduce
the EUBex curves evaluated with the exact values of the error. These
results validate the use of the displacement error estimation tech-
nique, although the accuracy slightly diminishes in the last mesh of
the sequence due to the Richardson extrapolation technique used in
this mesh (see Table 1).
• The EUBs curves verify the accuracy of the proposed technique when
the solution for a highly refined mesh used to project the displace-
ment error is not available. The effectivity in such cases is evaluated
at each refinement step, obtaining values close to the effectivity of
EUBex. Note that only in one case the computed version of the
theoretical bound given by Eq. (27) provides effectivity values
below unity (θ=0.996).
6. Conclusions
This paper presents a theoretical upper bounded estimator for the
error in energy norm and a strategy to evaluate its computable version
for LEFM problems solved using XFEM. The technique here proposed
is an enhancement of a previous technique developed for FEM [31]
and an adaptation to XFEM approximations.
The proposed procedure consists of two phases: a) evaluation of a
nearly statically admissible recovered stress field that provides a very
accurate estimation of the error in energy norm; and b) correction of
the error estimation to account for the equilibrium defects of the
nearly statically admissible field, which guarantees that the error
obtained is an upper bound of the exact error.
The recovery technique providing the nearly statically admissible
stress field is based on the SPR technique and the use of a splittingute value of the correction terms.
Fig. 17.Modes I, II and mixed, sequences of uniform and non-uniform meshes. Evolution of the effectivities of the error estimator ESPR-CX and the upper bounds EUBex, EUB and EUBs.
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smooth part. The proposed procedure uses a recovery technique
which ensures that, at each patch,σi⁎ is statically admissible, matching
body loads and boundary tractions. Finally, a PUM based technique is
used to obtain a continuous recovered field σ⁎, which, on the other
hand, introduces lacks of equilibrium in the recovered solution.Table 1
Effectivities of the error estimator ESPR-CX and the upper bounds EUBex and EUB for the last
mesh in the uniform and non-uniform sequences.
dof θSPR-CX θUBex θUB
Uniform meshes
Mode I 113,477 1.00017 1.00176 1.00091
Mode II 113,477 1.00033 1.00239 1.00167
Mixed mode 113,477 1.00027 1.00215 1.00137
Non-uniform meshes
Mode I 113,991 1.00127 1.00415 1.00214
Mode II 113,991 1.00334 1.00506 1.00335
Mixed mode 113,991 1.00278 1.00476 1.00310A new technique for the evaluation of the correction terms associat-
ed with the lack of equilibrium has also been presented. The technique
requires the problem to be solved using a sequence of refined meshes.
The numerical experiments show the high accuracy of the proposed
technique. The need for amesh sequence and the lack of accuracy in the
last mesh suggest developing new procedures for the estimation of the
error in thedisplacementfield,without using anymesh sequence. This is
left for future research.
The numerical results show that the estimation of the discretization
ESPR-CX is very accurate, with effectivities within the range (0.95−1.01).
Despite of the fact that ESPR-CX is not an upper bound of the exact error,
the numerical results indicate that this value could be considered as a
low-cost computed version of the theoretical upper bound where the
effect of all the correction terms due to equilibrium defects has been
neglected.
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